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A BLAST OF MICRO–SIZED FUN!
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™

READY-TO-FLY MICRO-SIZED DRONE

ESTE4611 Proto-Z Micro Drone RTF
Diagonal: 113 mm (4.4 in)
Weight: 17 g (0.59 oz)
Requires: (2) “AAA” batteries

›
›
›
›
›

Great for indoor use — flies
up to 5 minutes on a fully
charged pack!
Includes four LEDs for easy
orientation by day and easier
tracking at night
In addition to the assembled
Proto-Z drone with multicolored LEDs and built-in
110mAh LiPo flight battery,
you also get a 2.4GHz
controller, USB charge cord
and 4 extra propeller blades.

Moves up and down, forward
and backward and flips with
the touch of a button
Simplifies flying with True
Direction mode that makes
the Proto-Z move the same
way you move the control
sticks
The PERFECT beginner
drone–Ages 8+

4 bright
LED lights!

Fly with
friends!

Ideal for indoor
flying!
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Tech Support 217-398-8970

True Direction
mode makes flying
easy for beginners!

There’s no doubt about it: the Proto-Z is the fastest,
easiest and most economical way to start enjoying
drone flying. The controller lets you control the Proto-Z in
normal flight mode or True Direction mode – whichever is
easiest for you. The flight battery is built-in; connect it to a
USB port and it will be fully charged in just minutes.

®

Learn how at: www.knowbeforeyoufly.org

Fast charging
gets you back in
the air quicker!

From the Experts:

FLIP!
N
O
T
UT
ONE-B

Have fun responsibly.

Exciting flips
with the push
of a button!

The included controller lets you fly
the Proto-Z in normal flight mode
or True Direction™ mode. Auto-Flip
buttons offer instant aerobatics.

Long story short...
The Proto-Z is the ultimate
beginner-friendly drone!
www.gpdealer.com

❘
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THE DRONE ANYONE CAN FLY
™

FLY INTO THE FUTURE

Now flying a drone isn’t just for R/Cers — the GHOST
can be piloted by anyone with a smartphone or tablet. In
less than a minute it can be airborne, with no previous
experience required, and it flies intuitively with 1-click
commands. It’s the most user-friendly aircraft ever
designed, and everyone is going to want one!

Control any of these functions
with just one tap of the screen:

The ultimate in flying ease
Flying the GHOST is
as effortless as using a
computer mouse. No bulky,
complicated transmitter to
have to learn — you use the
device you already own!

Unlock

Takeoff

Return

Land

Auto Follow

Hover

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m
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The no-hassle way to plot a course
Navigation is a breeze with the GHOST. Just
touch a spot on your device’s onscreen map
and the GHOST will automatically fly there
without any further commands — anywhere
within its 1,000 meter range!

Taking the selfie to
new heights...literally
Imagine walking, running or
bicycling and having your
GHOST automatically follow
you wherever you go. You
can, and the camera will
always be focused on you.

Turn the page to
find out more!
EHGE03LL GHOST Drone for Android™ devices
EHGE04LL GHOST Drone for iOS devices
Diagonal Measurement: 360 mm (14.17 in)
Weight w/o Battery: 650 g (22.9 oz)
Requires: app, Android™ or iOS device, camera
Flight Time: 18-23 minutes
Maximum Range: 1,000 meters

Camera not included

From the Experts:

Everyone is intrigued by drones, but for many the
thought of piloting one seemed out of reach...until now.
Now virtually everyone can fly a drone, because you
control the GHOST through an app on your mobile
device — using one-click commands to navigate it while
shooting video footage!

Long story short...
®
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The GHOST is revolutionizing the fun of
flying, letting anyone with a smartphone
or tablet pilot a drone!
www.gpdealer.com

❘
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THE FUTURE OF DRONES IS HERE
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QUALITY CONSTRUCTION MEANS YOU CAN FLY THE
GHOST WITH CONFIDENCE

The GHOST has features usually found only on more
advanced R/C multi-rotor platforms — but its biggest
selling point is how incredibly easy it is to control!

The GHOST’s body is made of a
lightweight compound material
that’s also very durable.

Red LEDs in front and blue LEDs in
the rear aid in flight orientation

Micro Control Mode

❚❚

Adjust the GHOST’s position in any
direction over shorter distances.

Convenient battery
compartment for quick
battery changes.

Drone Control

❚❚

Moving the vertical bar controls
altitude, while moving the horizontal
bar rotates the platform.

Camera Control

❚❚

Another set of bars allows you to tilt
the camera up and down, or left and
right.

Hover Command

❚❚

Acts like a “brake” to hold the GHOST
in its current position in the air.

Takeoff and Land Modes

❚❚

By just clicking one button the
GHOST performs smooth takeoffs and
gentle landings.

Auto Return Mode

❚❚

If the signal should become lost, the
GHOST will automatically return to
the location of the G-Box.

Heavy-duty brushless motors
deliver smooth power for effortless
hovering and predictable flight.

The innovative G-Box delivers
constant, real-time flight data

Enjoy sharp, clear video at all times

Rubber shock absorbers help to
dampen vibration for enhanced
aerial video quality.

™

The G-Box connects wirelessly with your
phone/tablet, and relays the signal from
your device to the GHOST drone. It’s
powerful, too, offering strong, interferencefree operation with an impressive range of
up to 1,000 meters.
Made of aircraft grade aluminum, the GHOST’s camera
mount is lightweight, yet strong enough to carry a
1080P HD camera with ease. The mount keeps the
camera extremely stable even when the drone itself is
not, and it’s compatible with many popular cameras,
including GoPro® Hero 3 and 4*.
*Camera sold separately.
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Sturdy landing gear protects the
GHOST platform and camera
during less-than-ideal landings.

Have fun responsibly.

Learn how at: www.knowbeforeyoufly.org

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Android is a trademark of Google, Inc.
GoPro is a registered trademark of GoPro, Inc.
GHOST is a trademark of Ehang, Inc.

Products for everyone!

For safety and performance reasons, the
GHOST should not be flown with blade
guards in place if the camera is attached.

www.gpdealer.com

❘
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THE DURABLE DRONE THAT’S FLAT-OUT FUN!
™
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™

251 mm Intense Performance Drone

You get all this with the Vista UAV:
› Fully assembled Vista UAV drone

Available in four
eye-catching colors!

› Customize flights to your

experience level with Easy,
Normal, Advanced and
Expert flight modes

› Extra set of blades
› Screwdriver

a three-axis gyro and three
accelerometers

“AAA” batteries for the transmitter are included.
The lightweight LiPo pack delivers up to 15 minutes
of flight time per charge – and recharging for the
next flight is fast and easy. Just plug the battery
into the high-output charger, and plug the charger
into a handy USB port. The A/C USB charger
adapter is available separately (DIDP1125).

› Long flight times – spend

more time in the air instead
of charging

› Bright LEDs for easy

tracking, day or night

› An ergonomic radio with

Secure Link Technology,
digital trims, selectable
flight modes, auto-flip, dual
rates and more

Reliable 2.4GHz
control eliminates
signal interference.
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› Rechargeable LiPo battery and USB charger
› “AAA” batteries

› Advanced stabilization, with

Execute flips by
pushing the Auto
Flip button.

› 2.4GHz SLT radio system

From the Experts:

DIDE03** Vista UAV Drone RTF
Diagonal: 251 mm (9.8 in)
Weight: 122 g (4.3 oz)
Requires: nothing!

Gyro stabilization
makes every flight
smooth and level.

Ready to Fly,
nothing to buy.

Tough construction
makes the Vista
extremely durable.

All batteries
included!

Just like the Ominus, the Vista UAV is as durable as it
is easy to fly — and its bigger dimensions add a new
dimension of fun! Four flight modes let you choose your
comfort level, and the gyro stabilization feature is a real
confidence-booster. The Auto-Flip button adds instant
aerobatics, and everything you need is included for funfilled flying from the minute you take it out of the box!

Long story short...
Have fun responsibly.

Learn how at: www.knowbeforeyoufly.org

Tech Support 217-398-8970

The Vista UAV is up for any aerial
adventures you may have in mind!
www.gpdealer.com

❘
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A BRUSHLESS-POWERED BEAST THAT’S READY TO RULE
™
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The ARRMA all-metal differential is super
tough, super smooth, and easy to maintain.
The BLX 3600kV brushless and waterproof
BLX ESC create a powerhouse combination
capable of reaching blistering speeds of
over 60 mph*!
*With 3S LiPo battery and optional gearing.

The slipper clutch features an aluminum motor
mount plate for added heat dissipation plus a 57T
spur gear and 15T pinion gear for balanced speed
and torque.

Aluminum Twin Vertical Plate chassis
construction creates a strong platform
that’s super-rigid and durable enough to
stand up to extreme bashing action.

From the Experts:

If you’re looking for a truck that’ll stand up to intense
bashing and racing, look no further than the FURY BLX!
It comes ready to take on all comers right out of the box,
with a brushless power system that will leave the other
trucks in its dust. And the FURY BLX is easy to maintain,
too, so you’ll spend less time in the pit area and more
time in the action!

ARAD53** FURY BLX 1/10 Scale 2WD
Electric Short Course Truck RTR
Length: 21.3 in (540 mm)
Width: 11.6 in (295 mm)
Height: 7.9 in (200 mm)
Weight: 4.3 lbs (1.95 kg)

❚❚
❚❚

10

Lower center of gravity for enhanced handling

❚❚

Comes with an ARRMA POWER 8.4V 4600mAh
NiMH battery pack

Adjustable spacers on the heavy-duty oil-filled
shocks allow for fine-tuning ride height

❚❚

❚❚

High-traction dBoots tires mounted on stylish
black chrome color wheels

Super-flexible front bumper protects the FURY
BLX during high-impact collisions

❚❚

❚❚

Pistol grip ATX100 radio system puts fast, flawless
control at your fingertips

Tough polycarbonate body with details such as
custom designed window, engine air vent decals
and bold, eye-catching trim scheme

August 2015 ❘

Tech Support 217-398-8970

®

Long story short...
Dominate the conditions — and the
competition — with the FURY BLX Short
Course Truck from ARRMA!
www.gpdealer.com

❘
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A MULTI-ROTOR ADRENALIN RUSH!
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500-Class Reversing Motor 3D Quadcopter Rx-R

You get all this:

❚❚

12

The first-ever 500-class reversing motor drone,
as well as the largest 3D-capable multi-rotor
platform

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

High visibility, easy orientation canopy

❚❚

Hybrid Carbon Fiber, G10 and machined
aluminum frame

❚❚

Compatible with a wide range of 3S and 4S LiPo
batteries

❚❚

Flight controller compatible with Futaba SBus,
Standard PWM when used with SBus Encoder,
JRXBUS, DSM2, DSMX and DSMJ radios

100% preassembled 3D drone

❚❚
❚❚

(8) 8.9” (226 mm) 3D propellers

Pre-programmed and tuned
3-axis gyro and accelerometers
(4) 1400kV motors

From the Experts:

If you’re looking to push the boundaries of multi-rotor
flight, the Voltage 500 is the machine to take you there.
Impressive size and reversible motors give this drone
intense 3D capabilities — and stability mode makes
breaking into aerobatics easier and safer. The Voltage 500
comes preassembled too, so experienced pilots can be
out executing aggressive, electrifying stunts as soon as
they install their radio and battery!

Stability mode for learning 3D safely
HMXE0864 Voltage 500 3D Drone Rx-R
Diagonal Dimensions: 500 mm (19.7 in)
Width: 380 mm (15 in)
Blade Length: 226 mm (8.9 in)
Weight (w/o battery): 907 g (2 lb)
Requires: 5+ channel radio system, 3-4S 22004000mAh LiPo battery and balancing charger

Long flight times with 4S 4000mAh batteries
Efficient 8.9” 3D props to provide lift for incredible
aerial stunts

August 2015 ❘

❚❚
❚❚

Long story short...
®

Have fun responsibly.

Learn how at: www.knowbeforeyoufly.org

Tech Support 217-398-8970

The Voltage 500 is not for the faint of
heart, but it’s the perfect quad platform
for serious 3D maneuvers — including
inverted flight!
www.gpdealer.com

❘
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POSITIONED FOR MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
Factory Team
blue aluminum
rear ball stud
mount for added
strength.

If mid-motor mounting can work wonders for other Team
Associated vehicles, imagine what it would do for a short
course truck! Based on the wildly successful RC10B5M
platform, the RC10SC5M Team Kit incorporates the best that
AREA 51 engineers have to offer, topped off with a stylish
Pro-Line® body. The difference in handling ability and driver
confidence has to be experienced to be believed!

Rear hubs feature larger
bearings and insert system
to adjust camber link and
rear toe-in.

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m
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Hard anodized aluminum
chassis with centralized
mass and mid-motor
position.

4-gear transmission
with lightweight
aluminum top shaft
and 14 carbide
ball differential.

Updated steering system
with horizontal ball studs
for finer Ackermann
adjustments.

Factory Team VTS slipper
clutch with high-resolution
spring for finer adjustments.

14

❚❚

Advanced B5M mid-motor design developed and
applied to a short-course truck platform

❚❚

Adjustable front suspension mount angle (kick-up)
options of 25° and 30°

❚❚

Shares nearly 90% of the parts as the B5M and T5M
Team Kits

❚❚

One-piece front axle/hex adapter and large front
wheel bearing for added durability

❚❚

Chassis fits R.O.A.R.-approved 2S saddle and short
packs using optional foam insert

❚❚

❚❚

New inline front suspension features heavy-duty
steering and caster blocks — the insert system
allows for easy adjustments

August 2015 ❘

❚❚

Heavy-duty ball cups and ball studs allow for
maximum suspension travel while reducing binding
and friction
Pro-Line® SC5M clear body included

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Factory Team
V2 12mm Big
Bore threaded
aluminum shocks
with 3mm shock
shafts.

ASCD7006 70006 RC10SC5M 1/10 Scale 2WD Mid
Motor Electric Off-Road Truck Kit
Length: 21.25 in (540 mm)
Width: *
Weight: *
Wheelbase: 12.6-12.75 in (320-324 mm)

*Final width and weight vary with the electronics, wheels and tires
used to complete the kit.

®

Long story short...
The RC10B5M represents the next step
in the evolution of competitive shortcourse racing!
www.gpdealer.com

❘

August 2015
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THESE MODELS HAVE EVEN MORE TO LOVE!
LiPo Combos

1/10 Scale Brushless Ready-To-Run
2WD Electric Off-Road Racing Truck

As if Associated vehicles weren’t valuepacked enough, now many of your favorites
are available in Combos that come with a
powerful LiPo battery and handy charger
right inside the box! It’s just another example
of how Team Associated is meeting — and
exceeding — even the most demanding
driver’s expectations!
The 7.4V 3300mAh 30C LiPo Battery (ASCC0751) and 423-S 35W
Compact Balance Charger (ASCP0616) included with these RTRs
are major performance and convenience upgrades!

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m
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7063C ASCD64**
ProSC 4x4 RTR LiPo
Combo
7046C ASCD7046
Lucas Oil SC10 RTR LiPo Combo

9042C ASCD95**
RC10B4.2 RTR Brushless
LiPo Combo

7049C ASCD7049
Rockstar/Makita SC10 Brushless RTR LiPo Combo

9050C ASCD94**
SC10B RTR LiPo Combo

7071C ASCD76**
ProRally 4WD RTR LiPo
Combo

7054C ASCD7056
Toyota Racing SC10 Brushless RTR LiPo Combo
®

7039C ASCD77**
RC10T4.2 RTR Brushless
LiPo Combo

16
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Products for everyone!

Long story short...
Team Associated’s LiPo Combos are a great
way to get a quality battery and charger
along with your Qualifier Series model!

www.gpdealer.com

❘

August 2015
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SUPER STABLE, LIMITLESS FUN
Ready-To-Fly Six-Bladed Multi-Rotor Aircraft

You get all this with the
Nano Hexagon UAV:
RVLE09** Nano Hexagon SixBladed Multi-Rotor Aircraft RTF
Diagonal: 64 mm (2.5 in)
Weight: 20.4 g (0.7 oz)
Requires: nothing!

❚❚

Factory assembled and
complete — nothing left
to buy

❚❚
❚❚

Super-stable six rotor flight

❚❚

High-intensity LEDs for easier
tracking day or night

❚❚

Auto-flip button for instant pro
flips

Durable construction
to survive impacts

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

Fully assembled hexacopter

❚❚
❚❚

“AA” batteries

2.4GHz radio system
Rechargeable 150mAh LiPo
battery and USB charger
Extra blade set

From the Experts:

It’s micro-sized, yet big on fun! Six rotors offer
exceptional stability, making the Nano Hexagon easy for
any pilot to enjoy — but with the push of a button on the
transmitter you can execute pro-style flips on command.
In addition, it’s super-durable, factory assembled and
comes with everything you need!

Have fun responsibly.

Learn how at: www.knowbeforeyoufly.org

Long story short...
With its stable design and auto-flip
capabilities, the Nano Hexagon is going to
be the next big thing in multirotor models!
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PARTY WITH THE ROCKSTAR!
Biplane Kit and RR
❚❚
❚❚

Powerful brushless motor

❚❚

Detailed cockpit and tinted
canopy

❚❚

Quick-release wing retainers and
detachable tailfin

❚❚

4-channel control with rudder,
elevator, throttle and ailerons

❚❚
❚❚

Seven minute flight times

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m
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Preinstalled Hitec HS-82MG
metal gear servos

Available as a kit or Receiver
Ready

An aluminum
motor mount and
chrome spinner
are just two of the
quality features
you’ll find on the
Rockstar.
The rigid,
robust fuselage
combines
M-frame
technology and
Elapor® foam
construction.

The Rockstar’s eye-catching
trim scheme makes this
biplane a real standout at
the flying field!

MPUA2642 Rockstar Biplane RR
MPUA4278 Rockstar Biplane Kit
Wingspan: 41 in (1050 mm)
Length: 42 in (1060 mm)
Weight: 63 oz (1800 g)
Kit requires: 5-channel (min.) radio system,
620kV (or similar) motor, 60A ESC, 4 servos,
14x7 prop, 4S 2600mAh LiPo battery
RR requires: 5-channel (min.) receiver, 4S
2600mAh LiPo battery

Long story short...
Experienced pilots will have a blast
rocking out impressive 3D maneuvers
with the Rockstar biplane!

www.gpdealer.com

❘

August 2015
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PROVEN TREAD DESIGNS FOR POPULAR TRUCKS!
Hatchet and Lockup 2.8” Truck Wheel Sets
❚❚ 2.8” rims, pre-mounted and glued with foam inserts
❚❚ Sold in sets with sharp-looking wheels in black or
chrome, with color-contrasting screws
❚❚ Durable construction keeps you in the action longer
❚❚ All tires come in soft C2 compound for superior
traction
❚❚ Offset versions also available

See the complete line of Duratrax
Performance Tires at duratrax.com!
DTXC3526
Hatchet MT Wheel 2.8
2WD Mtd Re BLK (2)

DTXC3566
Lockup ST Wheel 2.8
2WD Mtd Re BLK (2)

Long story short...
Equip your rugged ride with top-of-the-line tire/
wheel sets from Duratrax!

®

GIVE YOUR HELI THE “WOW!” FACTOR
Brushless 700-800 Heli Motor 5830-490 FAI F3C
❚❚ An ideal power source for 700-800 class electric helis!
❚❚ Especially suitable for FAI F3C competition
❚❚ A newly developed stator minimizes heat generation,
to help maintain a good balance of power output and
consumption
❚❚ Compatible with a (required) 12S LiPo power supply
Outside Diameter: 2.28 in (58 mm)
Rated Voltage: 44.4
Rated Current (Amps): 100
Maximum Current (Amps): 150 (5 seconds)
kV Rating: 490
OSMG9480
Brushless 700-800 Heli Motor
5830-490 FAI F3C
®

Long story short...
Heli hotdoggers rejoice! O.S. brushless power is
here to give your 700-800 class machine a real
performance boost!

20
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Castle™ Creations Mamba XL X Brushless ESC & System
❚❚ Features high power BEC with 20 amp peak
❚❚ Auxiliary wire adds “on-the-fly” setting adjustments such as torque
control and reverse enable/disable
❚❚ Expanded Data Logging allows for analysis of important power
system info
010-0140-00 CSEM4000
Mamba XL X Brushless
34V 20A ESC

❚❚ Updated Audible Alerts notifies you of possible error conditions
❚❚ The Mamba XL X ESC is also available in a powerful combo with an
8000kV brushless motor (CSEC4200)

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

eXtreme power — eXtreme control — eXtreme fun!

Futaba® Receiver Capacitor

Ditch the glitch with this great accessory!
FUTL6500
Receiver Capacitor

❚❚ Stores power from the BEC and acts like a filter to eliminate noise and
static that can cause glitching between the transmitter and receiver
❚❚ Also has the benefit of reducing the load on the ESC’s BEC
❚❚ Features high capacity and low resistance, and comes pre-wired and
ready to plug into any open channel
❚❚ Compatible with 2.4GHz systems

Hitec® X2 AC Plus Charger

BIG capacity and compatibility in a compact, portable unit!
❚❚ Dual inputs afford battery charging at home and in the field
❚❚ Power Distribution Mode lets you assign output power based on
individual battery requirements
❚❚ Charges NiMH, NiCd, LiPo, LiHV, LiFe, Li-Ion and Lead Acid batteries
❚❚ Comes with built-in 10 amp power supply
❚❚ Uses either 11-18V DC or 100-240V AC power sources
❚❚ Adjustable charge current rate of 0.1-10.0 amps for each port
44232 HRCP4232
X2 AC Plus 2-Port AC/
DC Multi-Charger

❚❚ Features internal balancing circuits and 10 programmable profile
settings
❚❚ Utilize your smartphone for remote operation via an optional WiFi
module! (HRCP4228, sold separately)

Venom® 2S 7.4V 5000mAh 30C LiPo Battery

Consistent performance even in the toughest conditions.
❚❚ High-capacity, high-discharge rate for the power and run-times you
demand
❚❚ Adaptors to fit Deans, Traxxas®, Tamiya and EC3 plug types
15149 VNRC5149
2S 7.4V 5000mAh 30C
LiPo Battery

Products for everyone!

❚❚ Heavy-duty features include 12 AWG flexible silicone wire and
patented High Current Universal Plug System
❚❚ A hard case helps protect the battery from impact damage

www.gpdealer.com

❘

August 2015
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70 airplanes
included

To see the complete list, go to Hobbico.com/promotions
and click on the Really Big Airplane Rebate banner. You’ll
also find all the information about the event, as well as a
downloadable Merchandise Certificate request form.

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

Over

$50 Merchandise
Certificate

DON’T MISS OUT!
These super rebate
offers end
August 31, 2015!

TOPA0708
Top Flite Giant Spitfire
Gas ARF 50-55cc,86.5”

®

TOPA0706

®

$30 Merchandise
Certificate
GPMA1435
Great Planes Giant Citabria
GP/EP ARF 85”

GPMA1425

$10 Merchandise
Certificate
GPMA1806
Great Planes Rifle 1M
EP Sport ARF 39.5”

FLZA3340

GET FREE MERCHANDISE
WITH THESE AMAZING AIRPLANES!
Been thinking about a new plane? Here’s an extra
incentive to get one now: FREE MERCHANDISE!
The Really Big Airplane Rebate is going on now, and
there’s something for everyone in this event: electrics,
glow-powered, sport models, aerobats, warbirds
and giant scale, from respected names such as Great
Planes, Flyzone and Top Flite. And when you purchase
one by August 31, 2015, you’ll receive a certificate
worth up to $50!

22
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It’s easy — just send in the required items after
you’ve bought your plane and you’ll receive your
Merchandise Certificate in the mail. Take it to the
hobby shop where you purchased your model and
use it towards your choice of quality R/C products
from over 30 top brands!
Visit your participating hobby retailer NOW and
get more than just a great airplane: get great R/C
merchandise for FREE!

Tech Support 217-398-8970

®

™

$15

FLZA4020
Flyzone DHC-2 Beaver
Select Scale RTF

Merchandise
Certificate

©2015 Hobbico®, Inc. Void where prohibited. Some terms, conditions and
restrictions apply, and only while supplies last. Available only at participating local
hobby shops in the U.S. and Canada. Rebates apply to purchases made between
June 1 and August 31, 2015. Rebates are not distributed in stores. Official rules and
downloadable rebate request forms are available at Hobbico.com/promotions.
Rebate requests must be submitted by September 30, 2015. All trademarks are the
property of their respective owners.

Products for everyone!
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FEATUR E DMAN U FA C T UR E R

FEATUR ED MA N U FACTU RE R

LEGENDARY BMW STYLING — WITH AWESOME SPRINT 2 FLUX POWER!
53+ Mph

The BMW logo and the BMW wordmark are trademarks
of BMW AG and are used under license.

Dual Belt 4WD System
Geared Diffs

SF-10W High-Torque
Waterproof Servo

Waterproof
Receiver Case

Oil-Filled Racing
Shocks

X-Pattern Radial Tires
HPID2862 Sprint 2 Flux 4WD w/BMW M3
GTS Body RTR
Length: 17 in (431 mm)
Width: 7.9 in (200 mm)
Height: 5 in (127 mm)
Wheelbase: 10 in (254 mm)
Weight: 2.7 lb (1245 g)

Flux Vapor
Waterproof
Brushless ESC
24
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Flux Vektor
5900kV Motor
®

Tech Support 217-398-8970

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

Fully licensed BMW M3 GTS replica body

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

Flux Vektor 5900 brushless motor

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

Officially licensed Rays/Volk TE37 wheels

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

Adjustable turnbuckles

❚❚
❚❚

Precise bellcrank steering

Orange anodized aluminum chassis parts
Durable injection molded nylon main
chassis
Waterproof Flux Vapor ESC
Waterproof SF-10W steering servo and
receiver box
X-Pattern rubber tires
Foam bumper
Adjustable body posts for mounting
different bodies
Complete set of ball bearings
Oil-filled coil-over shocks
2° and 3° rear hubs for additional tuning
choices
Droop screws for race-tuning suspension
settings

www.gpdealer.com
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NEWP R ODU CT

SUMMER’S HOTTEST HITS –
Ready for your launch pad!

Requires a high degree of
construction and finishing
skills. Features laser-cut
wood fins, unfinished body
tubes and waterslide decals.
Assembly can take several
days, depending on the
details required.

Slightly more advanced kits,
requiring beginner building
skills. Skill Level 2 rockets
feature unique designs that
may include multi-stage,
payload and scale models
which add to the excitement.

Goblin™

Estes SLV™

Experience extreme altitudes with the
Satellite Launch Vehicle!
Length: 34.2 in (86.9 cm)
Diameter: 1.33 in (34 mm)
Weight: 6.4 oz (181.4 g)
Max. Altitude: 1000 ft (305 m)
Features: laser-cut wood fins, recovery
parachute and waterslide decals
Requires: 3/16" Maxi™ Launch Rod,
engines, starters and recovery wadding
Recommended Engines: C11-3, D12-3,
D12-5 (First Flight), E12-4
ESTT7236

Classic design, monster heights!
Length: 14.4 in (36.6 cm)
Diameter: 1.33 in (34 mm)
Weight: 2.5 oz (70.9 g)
Max. Altitude: 1400 ft (427 m)
Features: laser-cut wood fins, dual
streamer recovery and waterslide decals
Requires: Engines, starters and recovery
wadding
Recommended Engines: C11-3, C11-5,
D12-3, D12-5 (First Flight)
ESTT7237

From the Experts:

Estes has done it again with a pair of rockets that are
perfect for late-summer launches!

Long story short...
®

2
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The latest Estes rockets are a blast to
fly, and they’re just in time for the dog
days of summer!

ESTT7236

ESTT7237

“Big Daddy” Roth’s Drag Nut is back on the track!
Ed “Big Daddy” Roth was a larger than life spokesman for Revell in the 1960s. He made
wild show rods that later became some of Revellís most famous models. In addition to
these show rods, Ed “Big Daddy” Roth also created some famous characters, such as
the Rat Fink™ and Drag Nut. It all started for Ed in a small garage in southern California
where he did pinstriping on all kinds of cars. Kit features companion Rat Fink figure,
metal axles, and rolling wheels.
85-1382
RMXS1382
Total Parts: 49
Skill Level: 2
				

w w w. revel l . com

ED ROTH™ DRAG NUT

Length: 5.9 in (149 mm)

1/25 ‘29 MODEL A ROADSTER 2‘N1
Fastest of the fifties

The surplus of old 1929 Fords available in the fifties collided with the supreme power of
the then new overhead valve V-8s to produce a phenomenal spike in the amount of street
rods out there. The combination of cheap bodies and powerful motors made it possible for
anyone with a little cash and a little skill to build a cheap, powerful Model A Street Rod.
Kit features two intake options, two frame options, choice of steering wheels, choice of
headlights, and impressively detailed V-8 engine.
85-4322
RMXS4322
Total Parts: 149
Skill Level: 3
Length: 5.6 in (141 mm)
				

1/24 FORD RANGER PICKUP
The Pickup that set the pace

The Ford F-150 has been the number one selling vehicle in America for 32 years. The
Ranger, now a completely separate series, was originally the top of the line version of
the Ford F-150. For the 1979 model Ford introduced upgrades like power windows and
power doors to the Ranger models. The four wheel drive version featured a revolutionary
independent front suspension that helped set the stage for pickup development for
decades to come. Kit features a detailed 302 c.i. V-8 engine, separate frame rails,
4-wheel drive train, bed cover, drop-down tailgate, and soft black tires.
85-4360
RMXS4360
Total Parts: 78
Skill Level: 2
Length: 7.8 in (198 mm)
				

1/48 STEARMAN AEROBATIC
Training to take it to ‘em

Originally an initial training aircraft for the US Armed Forces, the ‘30s era Stearman found
a second life as a barnstormer. Its speed and maneuverability made it perfect for its new
role and, with over 8,000 constructed for the war effort, there were more than enough
of these classic biplanes to go around. As testament to the adoration that owners have
for this type, many remain in flying condition over eighty years after the first was built.
Kit features fixed support struts and landing gear for easier construction plus full engine
and interior detail.
85-5269
RMXS5269
Total Parts: 67
Skill Level: 3
Length: 6.1 in (155.6 mm)
				

Products for everyone!
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1/16 KENWORTH® AERODYNE CONVENTIONAL
Quality that's far from conventional

When buying a Kenworth Aerodyne, you chose from a long list of options to customize your
ride into something that really reflected your personal style. In all cases, the final result
was a quality truck backed by an 80 year history of Kenworth/PACCAR craftsmanship.
The W-900 truck model was powered by an epic, 450 horsepower, 1099 ci engine that
delivered the power you needed for long hauls across America. Kit features detailed
turbo-diesel engine, air bag suspension, dual exhaust stacks, air cleaners, hinged front
hood, and soft black tires.
85-2508
MONS2508
Total Parts: 278
Skill Level: 3
Length: 20 in (508 mm)
				

REVELL OF GERMANY®
1/72 SPPZ 2 LUCHS
One fast cat

The Spähpanzer Luchs (lynx) is a fast armored reconnaissance vehicle with exceptional
all-terrain performance and amphibious capabilities. In use with the German Army since
1975, the “Lynx” has several innovative features including a forward and rear-facing
driver and four-axle steering. These features make the Lynx exceptionally good at getting
around, and out of harmís way, quickly. Though it is primarily a scout vehicle, the Lynx
does include both a 20mm auto cannon and 7.62mm machine gun for sticky situations. Kit
features rotary turret, optional open or closted hatches, and two sets of decals.
03208
RVLS3208
Total Parts: 168
Skill Level: 5
Length: 4.2 in (107 mm)
				

1/144 MIG-25 FOXBAT
Cold War combatant

Still the highest flying and fastest of all armed military aircraft nearly fifty years after it
was designed, the MiG-25 Foxbat was a source of great consternation amongst NATO
countries at the height of the Cold War. Satellite photos at the time only showed them
that the aircraft had an extremely large wing structure. NATO leaders feared that the
aircraft was a new, highly maneuverable air superiority fighter. Fortunately, a defector
flew a MiG-25 into Japan where its true role (interceptor) was discovered. Kit features
extended or retracted undercarriage, 4 missiles, and full decals.
03969
RVLS3969
Total parts: 31
Skill Level: 3
				

Length: 6.1 in (155 mm)
Wingspan: 3.8 in (97 mm)

1/144 EUROFIGHTER BRONZE TIGER
The exceptional European combat fighter!

The twin-engine Eurofighter Typhoon is one of the most outstanding, multi-role combat
aircraft of its generation. Top speeds exceeding Mach 2 allow the Typhoon to dominate
in its air combat and ground-attack abilities. Current operators include the Luftwaffe and
the Royal Air Force. Kit features detailed cockpit, four Meteor missiles, four AMRAAM
missiles, two IRIS-T missiles, and a super decal set for the Luftwaffe “Bronze Tiger” from
Tigermeet 2014.
03970
RVLS3970
Total Parts: 63
Skill Level: 3
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Length: 4.4 in (111 mm)
Wingspan: 3 in (76 mm)

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Flying “tanks”

Mil Mi-24D helicopters, Hinds, are truly one of a kind. They are the only helicopters in the
world that are simultaneously attack helicopters and troop transports. Their versatility,
weapons load and armor are all second to none. This total battlefield mastery has
been displayed in wars from Sri Lanka to Nicaragua by the militaries of more than thirty
countries. Now you can experience this ground-breaking aircraft in a detailed kit that
features pilot and gunner figures, tons of detailed weapons, and decals for three versions.

w w w. revel l . com

1/48 MIL Mi-24 HIND

04942
RVLS4942
Total Parts: 150
Skill Level: 4
Length: 14.7 in (374 mm)
				

1/1200 BATTLESHIP SCHARNHORST
Battling in the bitter cold

Far North in the Atlantic, ships hunted eachother in the Arctic twilight for nearly all of
WWII. Scharnhorst, a newly constructed German fast battleship, was one of the key
pieces of the German surface fleet. Germany focused on deploying Scharnhorst and her
sister Gneisenau like a scalpel–they made quick strikes against vulnerable, high value
targets and then faded back to safe ports for repairs. For years Scharnhorst posed a dire
threat to the Allies until it was trapped and overwhelmed by the British. Kit features
waterline hull, airplanes, and gun turrets.
05136
RVLS5136
Total Parts: 48
Skill Level: 3
Length: 7.4 in (188 mm)
				

1/24 BMW® i8
Rich man’s ride

The BMW i8 incorporates new, revolutionary technologies to develop an efficient and
powerful sports car. The rear axle of this plug-in hybrid is powered by a 3 cylinder, 1.5L
engine while the front axle is driven by a 96kW electric motor. Interaction between the
two is coordinated by an intelligent energy management system. The result is sports
car performance with small car fuel use and emissions. Kit features multi-part engine,
detailed electric motor, open/closed doors, detailed interior, rotating wheels, and
extensive decal set.
07008
RVLS7008
Total Parts: 131
Skill Level: 3
Length: 7.7 in (195 mm)
				

1/700 IJN AIRCRAFT CARRIER AKAGI* DETAIL
PARTS SET
Make the most of it

When you’ve invested the time and effort necessary to build an entire ship model you
want every piece to be pristine. That’s why Hasegawa makes detail parts sets like this
one for the famous Aircraft Carrier Akagi*. These photo-etched parts deliver every facet
and feature of the originals in crisp detail you canít achieve in plastic. Get yours and build
the very best today. Kit features photo-etched detail parts for Akagi.
30036
HSGS0036
Total Parts:
Skill Level: 3
				
*Boat sold separately (HSGS3167)

Products for everyone!
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1/700 IJN AIRCRAFT CARRIER AKAGI FULL HULL
VERSION
Hammer of the IJN

Akagi and the other carriers of the Japanese Navy were the terrors of the sea for the first
six months of WWII. Ordnance from their planes rained from Pearl Harbor to the Indian
Ocean and the IJN seemed unstoppable. Akagi, however, was designed with a wooden
flight deck which improved its sea keeping but made it vulnerable. At Midway, the
wooden deck proved to be Akagiís downfall. A bomb punched through the deck, ignited
the hangar, and slowly burnt out the ship. This limited edition kit features a full hull
and display base. A detail-up photo-etched parts set (HSGS0036) is available separately.
43167 (Limited Edition)
HSGS3167 Total Parts: 222 Skill Level: 3
			
Length: 14.7 in (373 mm)
				

1/72 P-3C ORION “JMSDF FLEET AIR WING 1”
A must for maritime patrol

The Japan Maritime Self-Defense Force (JMSDF) has counted on the P-3C Orion to carry
out maritime patrol missions since the 1980s. The JMSDF’s Fleet Air Force flies these
P-3C patrol missions in addition to anti-submarine warfare and rescue tasks. The Fleet Air
Force is comprised of seven separate groups; Fleet Air Wing 1 is stationed at Kanoya Air
Base. This limited edition kit features two marking options: 1. JMSDF Fleet Air Wing 1,
VP-7, Code: 5033, Kanoya AB and 2. JMSDF Fleet Air Wing 1, VP-1, Code: 5083, Kanoya
AB.
02158 (Limited Edition)

HSGS0158 Total Parts: 145
Length: 19.4 (493 mm)

Skill Level: 3
Wingspan: 16.5 in (420 mm)

1/32 FOCKE-WULF FW 190A-4/U7 “GRAF SPECIAL
WITH FIGURE”
The “football” fighter pilot

Hermann Graf was the first pilot in aviation history to claim over 200 aerial victories and
ranked amongst the most successful pilots of WWII. Shortly after claiming his 200th
victory, Graf was moved to a fighter pilot training school where he flew the Fw 190 A-5
and supplied a dose of real combat experience to fresh fighter pilots. While at the training
school and later when he was given his own unit, Graf put together a soccer team from
the best players in the Luftwaffe. Kit features two decal sets and a Graf figure.
08241 (Limited Edition)
HSGS0841 Skill Level: 3
Length: 11.1 in (281 mm)
			
Wingspan: 12.9 in (328 mm)
				

1/72 GERMAN RAILWAY GUN K5(E) “LEOPOLD”
WITH FIGURE
End of the line

Hitler’s fascination with massive armaments is epitomized by Germany’s heavy investment
in railway guns. “Leopold”, one of 25 K5 railway guns made by Krupp for World War II,
was a behemoth of a gun. It weighed 240 short tons, fired 560 lb/eleven inch shells, and
had to be moved and aimed on specially designed railroad tracks. Once emplaced, the
Leopold could fire shells up to forty miles. Needless to say, you didnít want to be in the
area when the shell came down. This limited edition kit features three sets of decals
and figures.
31258 (Limited Edition) HSGS1258 Total Parts: 247 + 66 Skill Level: 3
			
Length: 20.3 in (517 mm)
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Deploy with an American legend

More famous as the “Red Rippers,” VFA-11 was originally established as Fighter Squadron
43 (VF-43) in September 1950. Today, VFA-11 is stationed at Naval Air Station Oceana,
located in Virginia Beach, VA. This legendary squadron is currently deploying from the
famed Nimitz-class carrier, USS Theodore Roosevelt. This limited edition kit features
new front landing gear cover parts, plus two marking options: 1. US Navy USS Theodore
Roosevelt, VFA-11 ìRed Rippersî CAG, Code: AB100, (Bu.166828), 2014-15 and 2. US Navy
USS Theodore Roosevelt, VFA-11 “Red Rippers” CO, Code: AB101 (Bu.166634), 2014-15.
02160 (Limited Edition)

HSGS2160 Total Parts: 121
Length: 10 in (255 mm)

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

1/72 F/A-18F SUPER HORNET “VFA-11 RED
RIPPERS CAG”

Skill Level: 3
Wingspan: 7.2 in (184 mm)

1/48 NAKAJIMA KI84 TYPE 4 FIGHTER HAYATE
(FRANK)
More manga magic from Matsumoto

Fans of Leiji Matsumoto’s mangas and anime films are aware of his affinity for World
War II aircraft. Nowhere is this more apparent than in Matsumoto’s “The Cockpit,” which
features several WWII aircraft, including the Ki-84. His enthusiasm for WWII isn’t limited
to the printed page –“The Cockpit” was adapted into an anime in 1993. This limited
edition kit features one marking option based on Leiji Matsumotoís battlefield manga
“Acrylic Coffin,” which appeared in “The Cockpit:” 1. IJAAF, Code: 13, Pilot: Kondo.
64725 (Limited Edition)

HSGS4725 Total Parts: 122
Length: 8.2 in (207 mm)

Skill Level: 3
Wingspan: 9.2 in (234 mm)

1/48 “SHIDENKAI NO MAKI” SPITFIRE MK.IX
When WWII and anime collide.

If you’re a manga fan, chances are you’re no stranger to the works of Takeshi Nogami.
“Shidenkai No Maki” – one of Nogami’s craziest creations – features high school girls
fighting against each other with famous WWII aircraft. This limited edition kit features
a marking option inspired by Takeshi Nogamiís manga, “Shidenkai No Maki:” 1. Pilot
Student: Ran Todo.

64726 (Limited Edition)

HSGS4726 Total Parts: 101
Length: 7.8 in (198 mm)

Skill Level: 3
Wingspan: 9.2 in (234 mm)

1/72 F-15C EAGLE “ACE COMBAT GALM 2”
Pixy’s preferred fighter

“Ace Combat” simulators have sold millions of copies all over the world. In 2006’s “Ace
Combat Zero: The Belkan War,” players can fly an F-15C Eagle. Initially, the gameís main
characters are Cipher and his wingman, Pixy – that is, until Pixy fires upon Cipher’s own
F-15C in the heat of battle. This limited edition kit features arresting hook parts, plus one
marking option based on “Ace Combat Zero: The Belkan War:” 1. Ustio Air Force, 6th Air
Division, 66th Air Force Unit, Pilot: Pixy “Galm 2.”
52131 (Limited Edition)

Products for everyone!

HSGS5231 Total Parts: 140
Length: 10.5 in (267 mm)

Skill Level: 3
Winspan: 7.01 in (179 mm)

www.gpdealer.com
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1/48 MITSUBISHI® FS-T2 KAI
Forebear of the F-1

Designed to fill Japan’s need for a jet trainer with anti-shipping and anti-ground
capabilities, the Mitsubishi FS-T2 KAI was the prototype designation for the Mitsubishi
F-1. These aircraft were the first domestically designed and domestically produced
military aircraft to come from Japan since the end of World War II. This limited edition kit
features new seat cover, exhaust port, and circuit breaker parts plus two sets of decals.

07406 (Limited Edition)

HSGS7406 Total Parts: 146
Length: 14.6 in (372 mm)

Skill Level: 3
Winspan: 6.5 in (164 mm)
HSGS6509 #1
Aka & Kiiro
Red/Yellow

1/35 MECHATRO WEGO MODEL SETS
Make the move to mechatronics

Who wouldn’t want a massive walking robot to take them around everywhere? The
MechatroWeGo does exactly that... for your kids! It’s the first armored conveyance your
child can pilot anywhere. Made by Chubu Mechatronics these mobile robotic suits are
perfect for getting Timmy to soccer practice, Susie to her ballet recital, and little Roger to
his scout troop meeting, all without worrying about gang violence, industrial pollutants,
or roving bands of kidnappers. A MechatroWeGo is the best multi-ton heavy-metal piece
of mind a parent can buy. Plus, it’s available in twos with cool colors the kids will love!
Kit one features red and yellow WeGos, kit two features blue and white WeGos, and kit
three features blue and pink WeGos. No matter which set you pick, they are all poseable
at the joints, can be modeled with the head and body hatches open or closed, and come
with boy and girl operator figures! It may be some time before the full size Mechatrobots
hit the streets so practice with these 1/35 scale figures now!
CW09/CW10/CW11 HSGS6509/6510/6511
		

Total Parts: (all): 73 x 2
Height: (all): 2.95 in (75 mm)

HSGS6510 #2
Milk & Cacao
Blue/White

Skill Level: 3		

HSGS6511 #3
Mizuiro & Momoiro
Blue/Pink

®

1/720 HMS HOOD BATTLE CRUISER
The Mighty Hood

Built to the standards of WWI, forced into action in World War II, the HMS Hood was
one of the most celebrated and simultaneously most outdated vessels in the British Navy.
It was a massive, heavily armored, and heavily armed ship with eight fifteen-inch main
guns and a staggering host of smaller weapons. Although deemed by many to be nearly
invulnerable, the Hood suffered the same fate as many of its predecessors. A shell hit,
a fire started, a deafening explosion sounded, and the Hood was blown in half by its
magazines.
0501S
ITAS0501
Skill Level: 3
Length: 14.3 in (364 mm)
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Regia Aeronauticaís "Heron"

The tri-engined CANT Z.506 was an exceptional patrol/search and rescue aircraft used
primarily by Italy during WWII. It was one of the most exceptional float planes ever to be
deployed, with power and speed to match many conventional aircraft of its day. Despite
its exceptional abilities it was unfortunately vulnerable to fighters which relegated it to
use as a rescue or reconnaissance aircraft. Kit features detailed cockpit, photo-etched
ladder, and decals for six versions.

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

1/72 CANT Z.506 “AIRONE”

1360S
ITAS1360
Total Parts: 118
Skill Level: 5
Length: 14.5 in (368 mm)
				

1/72 BELL 206 JETRANGER

Nowhere to run, nowhere to hide
Designed for and rejected by the US military, the Bell 206 JetRanger, in a revised form,
found a niche with law enforcement all over the globe. These highly efficient light
passenger helicopters make for great patrol/pursuit vehicles, allowing Police to get a
birds eye view of developing situations. Crime can happen anywhere in the world, and
where it happens the most often you will find the JetRanger as the favored mount for
cracking down on it. Kit features cover for searchlight and rotor shaft plus decals for
LAPD, Swedish Police, and Italian Police.
1372S
ITAS1372
Skill Level: 2
Length: 6.6 in (168 mm)
				

1/48 FOCKE-WULF FW 190 A-8
Luftwaffe legend

Entering production in February, 1944, the Focke-Wulf Fw190A-8 was powered either by
the BMW® 801 D-2 or the 801Q with thicker armor. Other distinguishing features of the
A-8 variant included a bubble canopy, an emergency boost system and a paddle-bladed
wood prop. The A-8 was the most-produced Fw190A of all, with over 6,550 produced.
These heavily-armed aircraft carried two 13mm and four 20mm guns, were very popular
with Axis pilots, and rightly feared by the Allies. Kit features decals for six Luftwaffe
versions.
2751S
ITAS2751
Total Parts: 121
Skill Level: 4
Length: 7.4 in (188 mm)
				

1/24 SCANIA R730 STREAMLINE 4X2
Nordic power

The Scania R730 Streamline is the most powerful truck in the Scania R-Series. It is
powered by a 720hp Turbo Diesel V8 and more than powerful enough to haul virtually any
load down the road. Coupled to that intense power is the craftsmanship and attention to
detail that the Swedish auto manufacturer Scania puts into every truck–turning them into
more than machines, turning them into works of art on eighteen wheels.

3906S
ITAS3906
Total Parts: Approx. 285
			

Products for everyone!

Skill Level: 3
Length: 9.7 in (247 mm)
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1/24 CLASSIC CANVAS TRAILER
Tarp top transport

Though 2-axle trailers make up most of what you see on the road in America, 3-axle
trailers are becoming the predominant European long-distance transport vehicle of
choice. The most common variants are canvas containers and refrigerated trailers. Stiff
competition amongst long-distance haulers and tight government regulations mean that
trucks frequently make use of aluminum, plastic, canvas, and other lightweight materials
to keep the weight of their vehicle below 40 tons. Kit features a cool canvas trailer with
a super decal sheet. Can be combined with any Italeri truck.
3908S
ITAS3908
Total Parts:
Skill Level: 4
Length: 19.9 in (505 mm)
				

1/56 PZ.KPFW.III AUSF. J/L/M/N
Rhineland reavers

Nazi Germany’s primary anti-tank tank for the earliest part of WWII was the 37mm gun
armed Panzer III. It worked fine for the conquest of Poland and France, but when Germany
tackled Soviet Russia and the T-34 they were in for a rude awakening. The 37mm and
even upgraded 50mm guns of the Panzer III were totally insufficient. Nevertheless, the
Panzer III soldiered on for the remainder of the war as a close infantry support tank. Kit
features driver figure, parts for four variants and decals for three versions.
15757
ITAS5757
Total Parts: 92
Skill Level: 2
Length: 4.9 in (125 mm)
				

1/72 POLISH/DUTCH LANCERS
Poles with polearms

The story of the 1st Polish Light Cavalry Regiment of the Imperial Guard is so exceptional,
there’s no way to detail it here. Let it suffice to say that they fought with Napoleon
from first to last and on virtually every field of his conflicts helped bring success to their
endeavors and honor to themselves. In Napoleon’s last battle at Waterloo, they were the
only foreign troops still with the Imperial Guard. When all was finally lost they rode home
to the acclaim of their countrymen. Kit features twelve unpainted mounted figures.
6039S
ITAS6039
Total Parts: 44
				

1/72 WATERLOO BRITISH ARTILLERY
Wellington’s wallopers

Cavalry would still dominate the field for years to come, but by the battle of Waterloo in
1815 artillery technology had advanced to the point where field artillery pieces could be
both highly mobile and devastating. At Waterloo, artillery was essential to the British
strategy. Gun crews sheltered within infantry squares during the devastating French
cavalry charges and then returned to their guns to blast regrouping formations. They held
the French at bay, and the Allies won the day. This special edition kit features 4 cannons
and sixteen unpainted figures in Napoleonic-era uniforms.
6041S
ITAS6041
Total Parts: 48
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United in victory

Napoleon, the organization of his armies, and the effectiveness of his command structure
wreaked havoc across the European continent for more than a decade. Along the way,
Napoleon defeated armies from nearly every European power. Through those defeats,
however, his enemies learned. They formed their own general staffs. They began to grasp
new tactics and strategies, and at the Battle of Waterloo they taught their teacher that he
was not invincible. Meeting on a shattered field in the dead of night after a day of bitter
bloodshed, Wellington and Blucher were united in victory.

w w w. revel l . com

1/72 WATERLOO BRITISH/PRUSSIAN GENERAL STAFF

6065S
ITAS6065
Total Parts: 34 (18 figures)
				

ITALERI 1/35 LMV “LINCE”
Made to move you

Iveco’s Infantry Mobility Vehicle is, in Italian service, affectionately dubbed the
“Lince”(lynx). It is loaded with features that make it a prime choice for moving infantry on
the modern battlefield–a high ride stance and V-hull for resisting mine blasts, low heat
signature to confuse thermal-imaging weapons systems, STANAG armor sufficient to stop
armor-piercing small arms, and run flat tires to keep you moving out of the hot zone. It is
the ride of choice for multiple countries and has proven its worth in Afghanistan with the
Italians. Kit features soft rubber tires, colored instruction sheet, decals for 4 versions
and photo etched ferret.
6504S
ITAS6504
Total Parts: 250+ Skill Level: 4
Length: 5.4 in (138mm)
				

1/72 M3A1 HALFTRACK
THE American Halftrack

WWII saw the production of a whole host of military vehicles, but one of the most
important was developed after the end of WWI. The M3 halftrack was designed to
improve the maneuverability of the US Army and eliminate the possibility of a second
round of grueling trench warfare. It was armored against shell splinters and small arms,
had tracks for covering soft ground, mounted a .50 caliber machine gun, and had space
for a full rifle squad in the back. Kit features two fast assembly models for war gaming.
7509S
ITAS7509
Total Parts: 28
Skill Level: 1
Length: 3.3 in (83 mm)
				

1/72 M7 PRIEST KANGAROO
Meet the real “bully” pulpit

There was nothing truly unique or particularly extraordinary about the M7 Priest. It, like
the M4 Sherman and many other American vehicles, was a remarkably simple, reliable,
and undeniably lethal machine of war. Its 105mm howitzer added high-explosive punch to
advances across North Africa, Italy, France, the Low Countries, and finally Germany. The
“Kangaroo” was a priest with the howitzer removed so it could carry infantry into combat.
Kit features two models with option for Kangaroo or Priest version and decals for British,
French, and US Army.
7513S
ITAS7513
Total Parts: 42
Skill Level: 1
Length: 3.3 in (83mm)
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Academy 1/72 F-4J Showtime 100
Showing the Phantoms stuff

Originally developed as a supersonic interceptor fighter/bomber for the US Navy the F-4
proved to be highly adaptable, becoming a vital part of the US Marine Corps, US Air Force,
and the Japanese Self Defense Forces. F-4Js are capable of eye-popping maneuvers thanks
to their J79-GE-10 engines which produce 17,844 pound-force of afterburner thrust. Additional
upgrades for the F-4J include expanded ground-attack capabilities, pulse Doppler radar and
zero-zero ejection seats. Kit features multicolor parts (no painting needed), accurate finely
engraved panel lines, rivot details, decals and requires no glue for assembly.
12515
ACYS2515
				

AMT® 1/48 Beechcraft G17S Staggerwing
Biplane of the Bourgeois

The lavish and lastingly elegant Beechcraft G17S Staggerwing was developed in the midst of
the Great Depression in America and marketed to major business owners as the private jet of
the day. They were luxuriously appointed, equipped with powerful engines, and quite capable
of great feats of speed, endurance, and acrobatics. They also found a niche in the military as
a light personnel transport and dispatch plane. Though not many were made, the Staggerwing
made a lasting impression through its world record setting performance and the intrinsic grace
of the aircraft. Kit features clear windows, full color decals and vintage packaging.
AMT886/12 AMTS0886
Total Parts: 50
Skill Level: 2
				

Length: 6.8 in (173 mm)
Wingspan: 8 in (203 mm)

AMT® 1/537 Star Trek® USS Enterprise™ Cutaway
See every detail of sci-fi’s most famous ship

The USS Enterprise has enthralled Star Trek fans since the show first premiered in 1966. Most
fans know the ship was designed by art director Matt Jeffries; however, what most fans
donít know is that Jeffries was inspired by the look of electric stove coils to create the shipís
distinctive design! Kit features exceptional detail, as well as the option to build it as a full
ship or cutaway model to display the inner workings, plus an expanded decal sheet and a dome
display base with metal support tube.
AMT891
AMTS0891
Total Parts: 44
Skill Level: 2
Length: 22 in (559 mm)
				

AMT® 1/2500 STAR TREK® Ships of the Line Cadet Assortment
To boldly display...

Collect all four of these famous STAR TREK ship kits: the iconic USS Enterprise NCC-1701,
a Klingon D7 Battle Cruiser, USS Reliant and USS Defiant. These snap-together kits come
pre-painted to present a great looking model within minutes. Each comes with a black display
stand and a collectible wide-format trading card that presents artwork from past issues of the
STAR TREK: Ships of the Line Calendar. Quick and easy to assemble, these models look great
on display!
AMT914/12 AMTS0914
Skill Level: 1
				

AMT® 1/25 1941 Plymouth® Coupe
Low-price. Luxury looks

The Great Depression caused the “Big Three” car companies to shift gears to more affordable
vehicles in the 1930s. The brand’s successful tradition of economically priced, full-featured
cars carried on into the following decade. The 1941 Plymouth Coupe was offered in three
separate, unique models: the P11, the P11 Deluxe and the top-of-the-line P12 Special Deluxe.
Kit features a choice of stock or custom engine and wheel options, white molding, a fully
detailed chassis, engine and interior, vinyl tires, full-color decals, vintage packaging and a
bonus mini display box.
AMT919/12 AMTS0919
Total Parts: 118
Skill Level: 2
Length: 7 in (178 mm)
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Joker isn’t getting away

A jet-powered armored car with machine guns, bombs, extensive armor, grapnel launchers,
deployable countermeasures and more that drives itself–being Batman was really nice in the
eighties. Plus, if you get tired or lost, the Batmobile drives itself. Stuck at the train station? Did
we mention the Batmobile drives itself? It's really the most cutting edge cruiser ever designed,
so it seems right that it should be the chariot of a crime-fighting champion. Build your own
miniature machine before this opportunity drives away.
AMT935/12 AMTS0935
Total Parts: 88
Skill Level: 2
Length: 9.4 in (238 mm)
				

AMT® 1/25 Batman Stock Car

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

AMT® 1/25 1989 Batmobile

Snap it up, and snap it together!

While you’re building the Batmobile above, encourage your kids to build this super easy, super
fun Batman Stock Car. The kit snaps together easily with no glue required and includes fun
sticker decals so it’s easy for even little kids to build and create a miniature masterpiece!

AMT940/12 AMTS0940
Total Parts: 60
Skill Level: 2
Length: 8 in (203 mm)
				

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Gray Display Stand Action
Base II Box/20
Stand tall

You’ve put a lot of effort into your Gundam, now make sure it’s displayed the way you want
it–proudly with the Gundam Display Stand Action Base. This base includes multiple posing
options so you can display your work in the manner that best suits your preferences.
150540
BANS0540
				

Bandai Gundam 1/144 RX-78-2 Gundam
Own the original

When you think of Gundams, the RX-78-2 should be the first thing that comes to mind. This
was the first, the original Gundam in the Gundam universe and the world of model building.
Bandai is reproducing the original RX-78-2 Gundam for a whole new generation of modelers.
Kit features multiple build, pose, and weapon options.
196716
BANS0716
				

Bandai Gundam 1/60 Unicorn Gundam LED set
Light it up

All those clear plastic parts on your painstakingly assembled and detailed Gundam and not a
single light shining through? Not anymore. With this set you can achieve the lighting effects
from the anime in your display. Kit features a full “Unicorn Gundam” model with LEDs for
spectacular lighting effects.

194366
BANS4366
				

Products for everyone!
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Bandai Gundam Build Strike Gundam Full Package
Full bore action

In a futuristic intergalactic deep space combat between monolithic machines of indescribable
power, you never know what you might need. So don’t leave anything to chance. Don’t leave
anything behind. Get the Full Package Build Strike Fighter.
185183
BANS5183
Length: Approx. 5.25 in
				

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Gastima
Fighter of the future

A mobile suit used by the G-IT Corp and companion suit to the Gaeon from Gundam Reconguista
in G. The Gastima carries a beam rifle, 2 hyper beam swords, and beam shield. Power cables
are recreated using bendable wires that attach to the Gastima’s back. Right side of shoulder
can open to reveal missile pod.

196689
BANS6689
Length: 5.25 in (133 mm)
				

Bandai Gundam 1/144 G-Reco Kabakali Gundam
Commanding the Capital Army

Captain Mask’s powerful G-IT Corps unit! This sleek black unit is equipped with a beam
shotgun with a spare magazine that can be housed on the waist. It’s also equipped with
2 beam rings that can be stored on the back and posed into a throwing position with the
aid of 2 miniature stands. Plus, it includes the leg shields that were used for atmospheric
re-entry! Minovsky Craft function has been reproduced through the movable shoulder parts.
Kit features easy snap-together construction plus multiple build, pose, and armament options.
196695
BANS6695
Length: 5 in (127 mm)
				

Bandai Gundam 1/100 RE/100 Dijeh
30 years on, still going strong

Amuro’s custom mobile suit used in the Zeta Gundam TV Series appears in model kit form for
the first time ever to celebrate Zeta’s 30th anniversary. The Dijeh Gundam’s distinct appearance
has been recreated with numerous surface details and modernized proportions and features
a movable mooneye and a wide range of movement. The mech comes armed with a beam
naginata, clay bazooka and beam rifle. Kit features easy snap-together construction plus
multiple build, pose, and armament options.
196702
BANS6702
Length: 7.5 in (190 mm)
				

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Gundam Tryon 3
Keep trying, Tryon

A custom super robot-inspired Gundam by Minato Sakai from the Gundam Build Fighters series.
Based on the ZZ Gundam, its design has been artistically transformed into 3 animal robot
machines that together form the powerful Gundam Tryon 3. Hyper beam chohoken sword parts
and special clenched hand parts included. Kit features easy snap-together construction plus
multiple build, pose, and armament options.
196707
BANS6707
Length: 5.25 in (133 mm)
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Death from a distance

The Lightning Z Gundam is specialized for striking down enemies at the extreme ranges
only space can offer. Its massive beam rifle shoots energy bolts across the emptiness
to punch holes through vessels and machines. This model kit features pre-colored
snap-together parts with tons of options for build, pose, and weaponry.

196717
BANS6717
				

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Giant Gatling Gun
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Bandai Gundam 1/144 Lightning Z Gundam

Bigger gun, bigger bullets

Nothing says “suppressive fire” quite like the impressive firepower of a Gatling Gun. This holds
true even in the futuristic, gigantically proportioned world envisioned in the Gundam franchise.
Towering mobile suits carry massive Gatlin guns into conventional warzones and even into
the depths of space where their volume of fire serves to halt enemies in their tracks. Get your
Gundam a gat and get grinding.
196731
BANS6731
Length: Approx. 4.75 in (121 mm)
				

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Dom R35 Gundam
Built to brawl

Bigger, heavier, and far more stocky than the average Gundam, the Dom R35 Gundam is built
to brawl with thick spiked shields, heavy armor, and more. It appears primarily in the Gundam
Build Fighters series and is based on the Dom Gundam from other Gundam series.

196732
BANS6732
				

Dragon Models® 1/35 Soviet Motor Rifle Troops

The Red Army rides again

Soviet Motor Rifle Troops were equipped with some of the most renowned weapons in the
world, trained by a massive military-industrial complex, and transported to the field in NBC
protected armored vehicles. By sheer weight of numbers and mass of firepower, the Soviet
Union fielded arguably one of the largest and most powerful armies of all time. Soviet Motor
Rifle Troops formed the backbone of the army–a tough, mobile striking force capable of taking
on just about anything. Get this figure set and release the Red Army!
3008
DMLS3008
Total Parts: 45
Skill Level: 2
				

Dragon Models® 1/35 Viet Cong
Victors of Vietnam

Originally composed of pro-unification South Vietnamese, the Viet Cong were an underequipped, under-supplied, but highly motivated fighting force that waged a guerilla war against
American and Republic of South Vietnam forces for a decade and a half. Along the way they
executed the most memorable campaign of the war–the Tet Offensive–and gradually eroded
the will of the American public. By war’s end most Viet Cong were North Vietnamese and the
formation was dissolved by the Communist Party immediately after victory was achieved.
3304
DMLS3304
Total Parts: 70
Skill Level: 2
				

Products for everyone!
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Dragon Models® 1/35 MACV-SOG
Welcome to the jungle

An innocuous name like “Studies and Observations Group” belongs on a dusty Sociology club
letterhead, not in the humid jungles of Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam. Nevertheless, this secret
agglomeration of Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force personnel carried out strategic
reconnaissance, psychological warfare, and covert agent operations throughout virtually all
of the Vietnam conflict. Their missions well behind enemy lines and with very little support
earned the group 11 Medals of Honor and 23 Distinguished Service Crosses. Kit features four
MACV-SOG figures in various poses.
3306

DMLS3306

Total Parts: 75

Skill Level: 2

Dragon Models® 1/35 NVA Sapper Team
Dig deeper

The Vietnam War and the massive, uncontested air power of the United States necessitated
some of the most ingenious and extensive underground structures ever constructed. One such
complex, Cu Chi, stretches for over seventy miles in, around, and under Saigon, the capital of
then South Vietnam. In order to build this and other smaller works, the NVA used sappers–
specially trained engineers who were also responsible for eliminating American fortifications.
At Khe Sanh, sappers tunneled to just outside the barbed wire perimeter of the American
Combat Base.
3308
DMLS3308
Total Parts: 45
Skill Level: 2
				

Dragon Models® 1/35 Germania Regiment France 1940 Gen 2
The SS in Alsace

The armed wing of the Nazi Party, SS units were some of the most fanatic and most
devastating of all German units. Such was their zeal that early in the Invasion of Poland they
were criticized by the Heer for taking excessive risks and exposing themselves to disaster.
Despite these shortcomings, SS Germania was increased to division strength with recruits
from the Nordic countries, becoming SS-Division "Viking". Kit features four figures, photo
etched parts, fully detailed weapons, and bonus road signs with decals.
6281
DMLS6281
Total Parts: 163
Skill Level: 2
				

Minicraft® 1/144 C-47A Gooney Bird on Floats
For the long haul

The C-47 has been known by a lot of names including Skytrain, Dakota, Gooney Bird, and
more, but behind all those names is an aircraft built to last. These planes made a huge impact
on World War II then went on to serve as small airliners in some of the harshest environments
possible. This model represents a Gooney Bird fitted with floats for operating where even the
most rudimentary field is unavailable. Wherever you need to go, you can get there in a Gooney.
14701
MMIS4701
Total Parts: 60
Skill Level: 2
				

Length: 5.5 in (140 mm)
Wing Span: 7.8 in (198 mm)

Tamiya® 1/12 Honda® MVX250F Kit
Speed to spare

Scaled down from the racing champion NS500, the 1983 Honda MVX250F made it into public
circulation in Japan and Australia but never managed to cross the water to America. Its
most unique feature was its engine. This three cylinder power plant had two horizontal front
cylinders and one vertical rear cylinder heavy enough to counterbalance the front ones. Its
telescopic front suspension with an air spring cylinder gave it a unique ride for the time. Kit
features front fork and Pro-Link rear suspension, detailed engine, and full decals.
14023
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Tamiya® 1/12 Yamaha® YZR-500 Taira Version
Streaking to victory

14075
TAMS4075
Length: 6.8 in (173 mm)
				

Tamiya® 1/24 Land Cruiser 80 VX
Offroad control

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

For the 1983 season, Yamaha brought out the YZR 500(OW70). This cycle was equipped with
innovative mechanics like a two-cycle, water-cooled, four-cylinder engine. The engine had a
unique V-shaped crankshaft layout and a low center of gravity. Placing the carburetor between
the cylinders made the engine very compact. Tadahiko Taira proceeded to take the 1983 Series
Title for three years on a YZR. Kit features a detailed V4 engine and decals for the All Japan
Road Race winning bike.

One of Toyota's best known creations, the legendary Land Cruiser featured a number of variants.
The 80 series depicted by this model was announced in October 1989 and offered a range of
upgrades to the 60 series it replaced; from a larger body with more curves, to a newly-designed
chassis unit that further boosted off-road capability. Its coil-spring suspension ensured that
its occupants enjoyed a comfortable ride. The luxurious VX limited version provided further
upgrades over the standard model. Kit features front and rear coil spring suspension, clear
plastic hood, detailed 4.2 liter turbocharged engine, detachable hood, optional left or right hand
drive, full decals, and metal-plated parts to recreate the front grill
24107

TAMS4107

Length: 8.4 in (214 mm)

Height: 3.1 in (79 mm)

Alex Toys Shrinky Dinks Bake & Shape 3D Jewelry
Bake something beautiful

❚❚ A whole new dimension of jewelry making!
❚❚ Silicon ring mold and bracelet mold
❚❚ 12 bracelet shapes, 14 ring/earring shapes

499W ALXY0499
Alex Toys Shrinky Dinks
Bake & Shape 3D
Jewelry

❚❚ Sticky gems, colored pencils, and more decorating accessories
❚❚ Step by step instructions included
❚❚ Makes 26 pieces of jewelry!

Alex Toys Ultimate Beading Studio
The better way to bead

❚❚ Create unique and trendy bead jewelry
❚❚ Includes thousands of beads including 46 metallic and 30 alphabet
beads
730U ALXY0730
Alex Toys Ultimate
Beading Studio

❚❚ 2 beading needles and 3 colors of embroidery floss
❚❚ Easy instructions with step by step project ideas
❚❚ Perfect for ages 8+

Alex Toys Pops 2 Sparkly Headbands
You’re headed for beautiful crafts!
1293 ALXY1293
Alex Toys Pop Crafts 2
Sparkly Headbands

❚❚ Make two cute and sparkly headbands with this fun kit!
❚❚ 2 plastic headbands
❚❚ Sparkly gems
❚❚ Easy instructions
❚❚ Perfect for ages 5+

Products for everyone!
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Daron® 1/87 UH-1C Huey® Gunship “1st Cavalry Division”
Send in the cavalry!

❚❚ Historically accurate and ready to display
❚❚ Fully assembled and painted diecast collectible
❚❚ Features accurate surface details and a display stand
❚❚ 14+

Maisto® AL Power Builds Vehicles

5601 DWTV5324
Daron 1/87 Huey Gunship
“1st Cavalry Division”

Make the move to high power

❚❚ Motorized, snap together, do-it-yourself kits
❚❚ Fast and easy to build, easy to run
❚❚ Backhoe Excavator—full tracks and moving arm
❚❚ Dune Buggy—swift fun in the sun and sand
❚❚ Off Road Truck—ready for offroad adventure
❚❚ Front Loader—full tracked and moving bucket
❚❚ Sandrail—fast on the flats
❚❚ Short Course Truck—course to the finish line

82031-82036
MAIH2031-2036
Maisto AL Power
Builds Vehicles

Maisto® 1/24 Ford Shelby GT350 Assorted Colors
Die-cast detail, R/C action!

❚❚ Totally detailed Ford Shelby GT350 body design
❚❚ Fast action driving
❚❚ Pistol grip radio with frequency printed on package
❚❚ Lots of design options available

81088 MAIC1088
Maisto 1/24 Ford Shelby
GT350 Assorted Colors
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AUTO WORLD 1/64 INDYCAR
ROAD COURSE SLOT RACING SET
®

Maximum speeds – maximum fun!
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NE W P R O DUCT

SRS296/03 RDZW0296
16’ INDYCAR Road
Course Slot Racing Set

EXCLUSIVE cars to this set – 1 of 1002 pieces made

❚❚
❚❚

Officially licensed!

❚❚

16’ (4.9 m) track layout includes tight curves,
two crossover tracks and a lap counter

A grandstand and spectator bridge add to the
realism

❚❚

❚❚

Cars feature Super III™ chassis with adjustable
brush barrels and magnets so you can
fine-tune them for faster lap times

Two high-performance controllers and a power
pack complete the INDYCAR racing experience

❚❚

Instructions included to complete 3 different
course layouts.

Long story short...
Slot racing doesn’t get more detailed
– or more action-packed – than the
INDYCAR Road Course racing set!
www.gpdealer.com
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Exciting, educational ways to beat the heat!
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

These boredom-busting options are low in cost, but big on fun!
Items for every interest, including rockets, gliders, art sets and
R/C vehicles
Science kits use hands-on interactivity to keep kids learning
Plenty of choices for outdoor and indoor activities alike

Dealers: show your summertime spirit with seasonal displays!
Here are some suggested categories to have in your store:
Airplanes
AGIA9881
Blue Wing
Sea Plane

Estes Rockets
®
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SURE CURES FOR THE DOG DAYS OF SUMMER.
ESTT1403
Riptide™ RTF
Launch Set

Creativity for Kids
CFKY1676
Stunt Squadron
Activity Kit

ESTH1915
Blast Jets™ Air
Rocket/Glider Set

Art Sets
FBCY4585
Outdoor Chalk

Kid Galaxy – “Go Anywhere” R/C
®

KGRH0194
Morphibians™ Croc
Amphibious RTR

FBCY4552
Do Art Paint
with Marbles

Science/Activity Sets
Slinky Toys
BMZX7155
Science Surprises
Geyser Tube & Mentos®

Guillow’s Balsa Gliders

SLYH2125
Poof Pocket Plane

GUIA2418
Sky Raider Display (18)

SLYH8421
Poof Boom Ball
Paddle Ball
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FEATUR ED MA N U FACTU RE R

RC
MINI
ACTION
FIRE
EXTINGUISHERS
SETS
Hot Stuff!
Where’s the emergency? With RC Mini Action
Fire Extinguishers Sets you get one of two fire
engines or a police car that really drive and
charge from the controller!

❚❚

Realistic, small scale vehicles for authentic
fun!

❚❚

Choose between two fire engines, a police
car, or collect them all.

❚❚
❚❚

Unique fire extinguisher packaging.

❚❚

Store the included traffic cones in the
remote control lid.

❚❚
❚❚

LED lights make low-light play fun.

❚❚
❚❚

Vehicles charge quickly from the controller.

Look for the cool counter display in your
local store!

2-channel 27 MHz remote control with
forward and reverse.
Ages 8+

T UR N H ER E F OR RADIO CONTROL PRODUCTS
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FEATUR E DMAN U FA C T UR E R

RMXH9265
Mini RC Police/Fire Display Set (12 Pack)
Specifications:
Charging Time: 1-2 minutes
Driving Time: 6-10 minutes
Range: 16.4 ft (5 m)
Length: 3.14 in (79.8mm)
Width: 1.37 in (34.8mm)
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